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Best practices for a strong 
defense against gray market 
diversion
Finding and removing counterfeits or diverted 
products in the marketplace not only prevents 
damage to brand image and company revenues, but 
also ensure customers’ safety and well-being.

The problem of gray market diversion has severe impacts to our global economy, to your brand, 

and to your consumers. Gray market sales, or products sold outside of your brand’s authorized 

distribution channels, is a critical challenge to brands and manufacturers.  

The volume of gray market diversion is enormous and has a major impact on the global 

economy. According to the Global Brand Protection report, counterfeiting and pirated goods 

will total more than 1.82 trillion by 2020. The estimated value for the products sold through 

unauthorized channels in the US is $58 billion (KPMG, 2016).

Meanwhile, brands are investing more money into developing new and innovative products 

to exceed consumer expectations. Unfortunately, these investments in next-gen products are 

often high value targets for counterfeits, gray market diversion and parallel imports. 

The gray market threats to brands are serious and rapidly growing. But there are powerful 

solutions available to help brands address these product diversion risks.  
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The experts at OpSec Security have outlined 8 best practices that your product authentication 

and supply chain protection program should incorporate. 

1. Put unique markers directly on-product. On the surface, a unique or serialized identifier 

is easy to visually verify and easy to authenticate by both customs officials and customers.  

Below the surface, these are complex systems of highly sophisticated technologies that 

enable best practices like track and trace, and consumer engagement.

2. Employ a strong and versatile track and trace system to follow the distribution of your  

products and quickly identify any anomalies or irregularities. Unique identifiers (UIDs) with 

track and trace technologies have made enormous progress in recent years, and now play 

a major role in supply chain management.

LABELS AND DATA

GENERATE TRACKING 
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TRACEABILITY AUDIT 
AND REPORTING

SECURITY MATERIALS UNIQUE IDENTITY FULLY INTEGRATED SOLUTION
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in-factory printing
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security and fully integrated UID for Track 

& Trace
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3. Demand that your manufacturers and distributors follow processes defined for 

accurate track and trace reporting. To collect and report information about materials 

provenance and more, data collected through product journey is essential for accurate and 

robust reporting.

4. Enforce agreements with your distributors. Employ clear and consistent consequences 

for delinquent partners.  

5. Work with customs and enforcement teams to seize unauthorized product. Your 

authentication efforts have wide-reaching effects - helping manufacturers, regulatory 

authorities, international law enforcement and border customs improve their anti-

counterfeiting plans and successful litigation efforts.

6. Utilize online brand protection tools to monitor trade boards, online marketplaces, 

and social channels. Increasing use of online marketplaces and social media to sell fakes 

makes it easy to bypass legitimate channels. Protect your brand and consumers by 

implementing a brand protection strategy that covers multiple online channels that detect 

and remove counterfeits and unauthorized products in online marketplaces and more.

7. Educate, engage, and empower your consumers. 56% of consumers globally said that 

authentication has become more important to them over the last 12 months (OpSec 

Security 2021 Consumer Barometer). Empower your consumers to authenticate your 

products by using a consumer authentication and engagement solution, while also 

collecting data and insights that support brand protection and commercial and marketing 

activities.
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Conclusion
Gray market diversion and parallel import is a highly complex challenge, and there is no simple 

answer to this problem. OpSec recognizes these challenges and is a highly effective partner in 

your effort to stop counterfeiting and diversion.  

OpSec Security provides a unique breadth and depth of services that comprise our Business 

Critical 360 Degree Brand Protection. We will support your building of a brand protection 

ecosystem, including on-product authenticity identifiers, intelligent supply chain and 

traceability systems, and online brand enforcement services.  

We can integrate these components to maximize useful data and intelligence by applying 

machine learning and data expertise. Through these actions deliver three key results:

 ■ Make the process of integrating a brand protection program seamless and 

straightforward 

 ■ Increase your top and bottom line by recapturing revenue currently going to 

counterfeiters and gray marketers

 ■ Strengthen your brand integrity and image, positioning you as highly responsible 

corporate citizens that takes responsibility for its brand across the world

Contact the experts at OpSec
Half of the brands on the Interbrand 100 utilize OpSec Security solutions to protect their 

brand, and 100% of our customers in a recent third-party survey indicated that OpSec was 

a true partner in helping them protect their brand.  Contact the experts at OpSec to discuss a 

customized solution to fit your specific challenges.

Best practices: 360° brand protection
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About OpSec

OpSec Security is the global market leader in securing and protecting brands. 

After decades of leadership in brand protection technology, OpSec grew to become the leading provider of fully 

integrated brand and document security, providing companies and governments with myriad solutions to help our 

customers ensure brand quality, reputation, and integrity.

OpSec is a leading innovator in online brand and digital content protection, offering our clients end-to-end 

safeguards against counterfeiting, piracy, and unauthorized usage. We continue to innovate, finding increasingly 

advanced ways to meet an ever-growing range of threats. Even as the counterfeiters, pirates, and other bad actors 

employ more sophisticated ways to damage your brand, we never stop getting better at protecting it. 

For more information, visit www.opsecsecurity.com 


